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PILBARA VISIT 
Statement by Member for Merredin 

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [1.57 pm]:  I inform the house of my visit to 
the Pilbara and to Newman and Karratha in particular.  The huge expansion of the iron ore, oil and gas industries 
is absolutely remarkable.  I invite everyone to visit it to see it for themselves.  Recently Rio Tinto Ltd, BHP 
Billiton Ltd, Chevron Pty Ltd and the North West Shelf joint venture, which is managed by Woodside Pty Ltd, 
have announced major expansion projects.  Against this backdrop members might think that the mood in the 
Pilbara is buoyant and that the community is happy.  However, members of the community told me of some of 
their problems.  It is very difficult for them to buy a house.  Prices between $400 000 and $500 000 may be 
acceptable to people who work in the mining industry, but it is very difficult for a retailer in that community to 
purchase a house.  Some people cannot afford to rent accommodation because, for example, the rent for a four-
bedroom, two-bathroom home is $650 a week, and rents are increasing by $100 every six months, which is a 
problem.  It is very difficult to get an appointment with a doctor in the Pilbara, and so people are flying to the 
metropolitan area to visit a doctor.  There are 191 children on a waiting list for child care in Karratha.  I am sure 
that the Speaker knows all about that.  Education facilities are also under enormous pressure.  The oil and gas 
sector is booming, and the economy is benefiting from that.  However, the response of the state and federal 
governments seems to lack the rigour that is needed to ensure that not only the state, but also the Pilbara itself 
benefits from its huge growth. 
 


